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 Decision: 

Second, Karl Marx ‘ s category struggle theory of Marxism will be discussed 

sing its theoretical input to the preliminary causation of the public violences. 

Capitalism engenders offense through the extract of narcissistic inclinations 

with the failure of agencies to fulfill such demands. A fiscal hierarchy has 

been created in which wealth and material ownerships are important when 

intensifying up this hierarchy. 

Last, the theory of consumer civilization shall be considered in response to 

the London public violences. Consumer civilization is loosely defined as 1s 

desire and ability in populating beyond basic demands. Merton ( 1938 ) 

suggests that offense occurs when an person ‘ s aspirations of material 

wealth can non be achieved in a socially acceptable mode, taking to 

agencies of aberrance such as larceny. 

Social Exclusion in response to the London public violences. 
‘ Individuals, households and groups can be said to be in poorness when. . . 

A their resources are so seriouslyA below those commanded by the mean 

single or household that they are, in consequence, excluded from ordinary 

life forms, imposts and activities ‘ ( Townsend, 1979 ) . We need to retrieve 

that societal exclusion does n’t merely go on within the on the job categories

; it can go on across all the categories. Social exclusion differs to Marxism in 

that it does n’t concern itself chiefly with poorness, societal exclusion can be 

multi-dimensional in which poorness is typical, but non ever implicated 

( Saunders, 2003 ) . 
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Social exclusion is contrast to Marxism in that the focal point is n’t on 

poorness and category. Social exclusion happens for many planetary roots, 

whether this can be through the diminution of fabrication industries and the 

creative activity of structural unemployment. 

Wilson ( 1996 ) high spots issues with people desiring to work but non 

holding the necessary accomplishments or instruction to make so. This 

therefore leads them into fiscal want so basically offense i. e. robbery and 

robbery. University fees now situate themselves at ? 9, 000 entirely. This 

monetary values out many persons go forthing them without the necessary 

instruction to endeavor and accomplish in the workplace. In relation to the 

public violences, it is this exclusion from social outlooks that leads persons to

hold to contend for their topographic point in society. Bauman and Rose 

besides argue that active rejection of the lower category by society by 

downsizing industry making higher unemployment, the labelling of those 

without occupations and the political orientation that the lower category are 

criminogenic, violent, with many being cultural. Social exclusion detracts 

poorness and category off from the causes of offense nevertheless, which 

was a really evident concern in the spread of the public violences. Coupled 

with this there is really small theory to really explicate the causes and effects

of societal exclusion in which is really evident within the Marx theories. 

MacDonald and Marsh ( 2002 ) province that ‘ itA has become a confusing 

and slippy “ catch-all ” phrase ‘ with no existent account. Social exclusion 

reiterates the deduction of dichotomyA between exclusion and inclusion 

( Levitas 1996 ; see besides Hills et Al. 2002 ) in which is really ill explained. 
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Marxism in response to the London public violences. 
Representation of choler and bitterness from the working category, 

preponderantly the poorest, most excluded persons were shown towards the 

constabulary, capitalist economy and racial exploitation throughout the 

London public violences. The accelerator for the initial focal point was the 

violent death of Mark Duggan by constabulary functionaries. Reports from 

the constabulary and the intelligence squads which followed this improper 

violent death were contradictory and ill-defined taking to an tumult of defeat 

and choler. Marx would propose that the constabulary are an administration 

of armed work forces, who look to implement the dictatorship of the middle 

class. Furthermore, he would propose that the media and constabularies are 

all merchandises of the same billionaires who fund and ain such 

administrations. This coupled with the consumerist society is what drove 

persons to arise. 

The Marxist theory suggests that social judgement of an person is performed

on the contents of their billfold and closet as appose to their features and 

personality ( Clinnard and Meier, 2008 ) . Marx states that where a ‘ ruling 

category ‘ categorization is achieved ; the persons non situated in this group 

will revolt against them who do, therefore making power relationships 

between different societal groups ( Haralambos and Holborn, 2007 ) . 

Inequality is mostly fuelled through societal want ; this creates jealousy, 

greed and struggle within societies and in bend leads to public shows of 

rebellion and rebellion. The London public violences of 2011 suggest that a 

society driven by consumerism encourages anti-social behavior, coupled with

the huge sum of stuff ‘ looting ‘ , we can presume that this rebellion was 
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aimed at the rich capitalists who situate themselves pinnacle within this 

hierarchy of wealth and importance. 

Whilst using Marxism to the public violences and the existent universe it 

would look that answerability for indispensable parts of society are missing. 

A Marxist society see ‘ s persons who work hard being rewarded with wealth 

and stableness for their attempts. Unemployment rates were exceptionally 

high within society at the clip of the public violences giving good educated 

and skilled persons no agencies of income or instead, fighting whilst working 

hard in low paid occupations. Furthermore, within the public violences it was 

stated that persons involved were all low category, immature and 

criminogenic complimentary to Marxist positions of felons being from a 3rd 

category, lumpenproletariat. Amongst those convicted for rioting 

nevertheless was a millionaire ‘ s girl and jurisprudence pupil who were 

steadfastly nestled within in-between category households. 

Colvin and Pauly ( 1983 ) suggested that people in lower paid occupations 

are controlled at work through use and coercion. This can farther be seen in 

the lead up to the public violences of August 2011 through the policing of 

communities. 73 per cent of persons interviewed in the ‘ reading the public 

violences ‘ article had been stopped and searched within the past 

twelvemonth. Marx would propose that this robust policing on specific 

communities are the ‘ ruling ‘ category working the working category, 

therefore explicating engagement within the public violences as an act of 

hatred for the governments. 
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Consumer Culture in response to the London public 
violences. 
Throughout the wake of the London riots many facets of society have been 

subjected to blameworthiness in the logical thinking for the preliminary 

causation of this rebellion and rebellion. However, instead a big facet of 

social influence has n’t been subjected to this liability, this being interior 

decorators, retail companies and electrical providers. The public violences 

were non focussed on the devastation of belongings or violent onslaughts 

upon our government/forces alternatively these public violences were 

capable to obtaining goods free of charge. Footlocker, JJB, Carphone 

Warehouse etc. these were merely some of the stores in which were 

targeted but these immature persons, this coming as no surprise. Businesss 

like these are place to the goods in which are most desirable by persons 

today, foregrounding that the public violences happened due to an ‘ out of 

control consumerist ethos ‘ ( Hawkes, 2011 ) . 

Consumer civilization has an celebrated history behind it. Slater ( 1997 ) 

stated that ‘ consumer civilization is discovered every few decennaries ; or, 

to be uncharitable, it has been redesigned, repackaged and relaunched as a 

new academic and political merchandise every coevals since the 16th 

century ‘ . Importantly, consumer civilization became ‘ mass ‘ during the 

twentieth century, peculiarly after the Second World War ( Hall et al. 2008 ) .

This shows that under no steps will consumer civilization be controlled. 

Consumption has now replaced production as the specifying feature of 

Western societies ( Lasch 1979, Bauman 1998 ) . Ad is dominant in every 

facet of an person ‘ s life, Facebook, Twitter, Amazon, these are all new and 
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improved ways in which merchandises can be publicised. It is this changeless

bombardment of consumerism that leads to every facet of an person ‘ s life 

being consumeristic, instruction, where you reside etc. all are cardinal in 

your societal look. 

Merton ( 1938 ) provinces that when a mercenary wealth is unable to be 

achieved through socially acceptable agencies, offense and aberrance will 

happen. This links good with Young ‘ s ( 2007 ) position of a ‘ bulimic ‘ 

society in that ‘ massive cultural inclusion is accompanied by systematic 

structural exclusion. ‘ He so continues to state that ‘ the consumer markets 

propagate a citizenship of joyful ingestion yet the ability to pass ( and 

sometimes even to enter ) within the promenade is badly limited. ‘ The 

public violences of August 2011 where described as ‘ envy masked as a 

exultant carnival ‘ ( Zizek, 2011 ) . Bankers, politicians, football players etc. 

are all topic to ample sums of promotion and it is their mercenary wealth 

that creates this privation and enviousness, in bend, taking to persons 

traveling to these utmost lengths in order to accomplish such wealth. 

Hayward ( 2004 ) nevertheless creates a different impression. He believes 

that the material goods in which where taken during the public violences 

where non for the wealth they bestowed but instead for the individuality in 

which they gave the person. Therefore, where the employed and wealthy are

besides plundering it is difficult to label these choice persons into one 

generic class. This rebellion of consumerism and societal exclusion that is 

seen everyplace when concluding for the public violences certainly is wrong. 

It was an effort to fall in in ( Bauman, 2011 ) , climb that mercenary 

hierarchy and heighten your individuality. 
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Decision: 
The theories discussed above are simply three of many in which can account

for the public violences in August 2011. All three of these theories highlight 

issues environing poorness, category and the exclusion in which conjoins 

itself to this hierarchy of wealth. Karl Marx ‘ s capitalist economy suggests 

response to the public violences in that a good capitalist economy is needed 

to rejuvenate Britain but we must so account for the inquiry, can capitalism 

be reformed to account these lower category persons or merely go on to 

work them? 

It is this development in which needs to be controlled and accessed within 

many social countries. It is highly apparent that the constabulary forces 

abuse their halt and hunt powers and this is farther targeted at the same 

persons in which are secluded from society from governmental statues and 

pronunciamento ‘ s ; the young persons, inkinesss and underprivileged. 

Education, way and employment are really on a regular basis unaccessible 

for these persons which, in bend, lead to a life-time in offense as agencies of 

endurance. 

But where there is consumer civilization, they will be development. Our way, 

our function theoretical accounts tend to turn up themselves at the highest 

terminal of this hierarchy of wealth. We see the tickers they buy, we see the 

apparels they wear, we see the autos they drive, this strive for success and 

these material goods are the chief factors in which besides spirals an person 

into a life of offense. The London public violences saw an highly big figure of 

persons overlooking the Torahs and their ethical motives to supply 
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themselves with these material goods in which they likely would n’t hold 

owned without taking these steps. 

The conservative authorities have a history in capitalist economy, 

development and the deficiency of social values. We saw Margret Thatcher 

openly province these positions throughout her clip as premier curate but, in 

this modern society in which we live it has become obvious that these 

positions will non stand and persons will make anything in their power to 

arise against this. 
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